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Natyacharya Subbaraya Pillai
Born on 7th December 1914 to
Sengammal and Chockalingam
Pillai, Subbaraya Pillai, like his
father, was extensively trained by
Pandanallur Meenakshisundaram
Pillai. After early training at
Pandanallur, he assisted his father
at Kalakshetra and later at the
Indian Institute of Fine Arts,
Egmore. Through his long career
spanning several decades he trained
many students — Alarmel Valli,
Meenakshi Chitharanjan, Anurupa
among others.
Honoured with the Kalaimamani
by the Tamil Nadu Eyal Isai Nataka

COURTESY: ABHAI

Manram, the central Sangeet
Natak
Akademi
Award
(1979),
the
Sangeeta
Kala
Acharya award by the Music
Academy,
Chennai
(1995),
Natyarangam’s veteran guru award
and the Natya Kalanidhi award by
ABHAI (Association of Bharata
natyam Artists of India) (2006),
Subbaraya Pillai took his art
to several countries around
the world. One of the most un
compromising
natyacharya-s
of Pandanallur, he passed away
in Chennai on the 12th of May
2008.
               n

Not for an age, but for all time
“It is the supreme art of the teacher to
awaken joy in creative expression and
knowledge.” — Einstein

T

he last time I saw my guru,
Pandanainallur
Subbaraya
Pillai, was when I visited him
some six months ago. I remember
the deep affection and the touching
warmth of his welcome. His
daughter-in-law mentioned that
he had been so excited about seeing
me, he had waited up without
even taking his afternoon nap. I
cannot recall exactly what we spoke
about that day, but I remember, as
with so many other conversations
over the years, as master’s hearing
deteriorated, performing my usual
elaborate pantomime to make myself
understood and master’s gentle,
ironic amusement at my antics —
and  his “Valli, dance aadade! Puriyidu,
nalla puriyidu!’

Many years ago, I heard a great
spiritual teacher say that finding a

good guru depended to a large extent
on one’s karma.   Surely I must have
done a great deal of good in some
past life to have merited guru-s like
Pandanallur Subbaraya Pillai and
his father Chockalingam Pillai.
Whatever I have achieved as a dancer,
I owe in large measure to them, in
particular, to Subbaraya Pillai — to
‘Saar’ as I called him.

used to be known, conducted classes
in a Corporation school room in
Egmore, where the chugging of
trains and the mournful hooting
of their whistles provided a strange
background score for the music
of
the
tattukazhi
and
the
solkattu-s. Here, in this hardly
aesthetic atmosphere, my masters
gave me the key to a magic world.

A dancer’s perception and under
standing of dance is largely shaped
and influenced by her teachers,
during her early years of training.
In this respect I am truly fortunate,
for my guru-s helped me understand
the many complex layers and myriad
dimensions of Bharatanatyam and
to see it as a dynamic, continuously
evolving dance form. I was a painfully
thin six-year old when my mother
took me to these great Pandanallur
guru-s to study Bharatanatyam.
During those early years, Peria
Vadyar and Chinna Vadyar as they

While Chockalingam Pillai sir was
a formidable figure, who would
brook no nonsense and would not
suffer carelessness, incompetence or
casualness lightly, Subbaraya Pillai
sir, though exacting in his standards,
was also the gentlest of guru-s.
Yet, he could be as uncompromising
and stern as his father, when it
came to upholding the lofty
traditions and standards of their
bani. Both father and son were
totally unmoved by status, position or
wealth. Every student, whether rich or
poor, was equal in their eyes and they
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